July 2016

Upcoming Dates to Note in Your Diary Now!
July 2-3

Slip Making and Casting – Sorry Postponed for now

August 13-14

Decoration and Surface Texture Workshop

August 20

WPA Working Bee

September 4

Anagama Receiving Day

September 25

Anagama Unloading & BBQ

Note that weekend workshops will take precedence in the rooms – please note the dates, if
you intend to use the rooms at the weekends!
Regular events:
Tuesdays

Shared lunch at the rooms - just come along and bring something to share!

Thursdays

Club night at the rooms – share food, wine, tips, or just your company!
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From the Vice President, in Volunteer Week!
This week all around New Zealand we celebrate National Volunteer Week. This year’s national theme is
“Make time” and ‘Thanks for making time.” I would like to say thank you to all of our very own volunteers for
their commitment and contributions towards WPA. Without their input, energy, enthusiasm and involvement
in making the club a better place to get our hands dirty and be creative, this place would not be able to exist.
The challenges of running our ever-growing pottery club are many. To get things done we rely on the many
people who donate their time, skills and expertise for the good of the entire WPA community. For that
reason I would like to encourage others to join. At WPA there is always something to do, so don’t be shy,
join the group of volunteers. Make time to do something to enhance and improve the facilities and services
we all enjoy when working with clay. Attend working bees, approach the committee with new ideas, be
proactive. Next time you are at the rooms clean a table, tidy a desk, wash some dishes, take some tea
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towels home to wash, pick up some rubbish, clean the slab roller, wash a pottery wheel, clean a window, a
door, the fridge. Show your pride by making a difference, and if you see any of the following persons,
acknowledge the fact that without heir volunteering and contribution you would not find it as easy to have the
opportunity, joy and privilege to make pottery at WPA.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Donna Bruce for making glazes and keeping the glaze rooms tidy.
Charlotte Johnson, who always takes time to clean the information desk.
John Saunders, who of his own accord made all new side tables for all the wheels.
Aaron Packard, who along with his dad, made new wheel wooden bats.
Dave Marshall for keeping the storage rooms clean and tidy.
Shona Carstens for keeping the drying shelves out of clutter.
Tony Mahoney, for keeping our rubbish bins empty and the rubbish on the curb on collection day.
The ladies from the Recycling team: Marilyn Hester, Andy Rattenbury, Roger Pearce and Megumi Ogo.
The Anagama Team: Alan Ross, Mal Sole, Peter Rumble, Andy Rattenbury and Megumi Ogo.
Vera Burton for managing the Membership logs, circulating email messages and notices, and newsletter
distribution.
And to all committee meeting members whose job is not only meeting once a month to drink wine and
eat chippies but for having their hands up first time.
Mauritz Basson the force behind our new ventilation system and for keeping an eye on building repairs.
Kate Ford for being the best secretary ever and for her wonderful introductions to all new members.
Elaine Marland, our librarian who is constantly trying to improve the services and workings of our library,
and for her editorial skills with the newsletter; both demonstrations of her never-ending patience.
Mike Doyle and Karen O’Leary for their accountancy and monetary skills; our economic future is in your
hands.
Rebecca Flowerday for her input and hard work on making possibly the best workshop program WPA
has had in years.
Andrew McKaskell, our new Ceramicus coordinator.
Chris Dunn, our kiln firing master, kiln license tutor, glaze maker, kiln technician, and mentor to many
new members; always with the club interests at heart.
Joe Zuccarello, for persevering at keeping order in the Cubbies, despite resistance from some.
Paula Weir, for being the volunteer coordinator.
Gwyn Williams, for being the Liaison and a source of information regarding club matters.

I am sure I have forgotten many people who contribute towards the club on regular basis, and to those I
apologise. But to all those who volunteer at WPA I like to say: Thanks for making time.
Vivian Rodriguez

Toast to Maurice: Maurice Bennett 1957 - 2016
Maurice Bennett, a well-known member of Wellington Potters, died on
Monday the 6th of June. Maurice was 59. We’ve lost an inspired and dynamic
artist, and a great friend.
As a young man Maurice had no doubt that he was an artist. In the 1980s he
travelled many times to Europe and Japan soaking up art. Back home he
worked in retail and created and exhibited his artistic passion. An early
exhibition, called “Burning Desire”, was an assembly of found and incinerated
objects. He had an exhibition of etchings in Japan and experimented in with
torn, draped coloured cloth to convey images and emotions. He was into
Punk Rock and protest.
In the 90’s Maurice discovered toast as an artistic medium, His work gained international recognition and
was bought for display by galleries and businesses, especially in China, Hong Kong, and Singapore. His
themes included celebrities, iconic humour, and Maori and Pacific island designs and mythology. He twice
won awards at Wearable Arts; once with an outfit for “Princess Toast-Alofa”. In his spare time he developed
one of the first Wellington craft beers and was the owner/manager of the Island Bay Supermarket with his
wife Carolyn and their two daughters.
Maurice’s adventures in clay began in earnest at Wellington Potters around 2009. His work was inspired by
natural and geological forms that change through processes such as earthquakes, volcanoes and erosion.
He loved Anagama, raku, and pit firing, approaches that embody the natural energy of fire and clay. He was
always experimenting, inspired by New Zealand potters whose work touched his imagination such as Len
Castle and Chester Nealie, and by the work of potters overseas.
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Maurice visited potteries in Japan and China and wrote lively and interesting
articles in the Wellington Potters’ newsletter. His enthusiasm was reflected
in his wide knowledge of potters and in his own collection of their work.
At Wellington Potters Maurice was often involved in club working-bees
and activities, he ran raku firings when needed, helped out with Anagama
firings, wrote articles for the newsletter, helped with and participated in
Ceramicus, our annual exhibition, and he organised joint exhibitions with
other members. He promoted Wellington potters by writing a weekly article
on ceramics in the Wellington
Regional News
Maurice lived with cancer for around
15 years. He was determined to
challenge himself every day to make
progress with his work, and to enjoy
as much time as he could with his
family and grandchildren. He was a
modest, creative passionate, energetic and courageous person.
Maurice has been an inspiration as much for his personality as for his
work. We will miss Maurice very much.
Maurice said: “Life revolves around friendship, it’s not about seeing
every place in the world, it’s about enjoying what you’ve got.”
Chris Dunn

Maurice above with his favourite Len Castle work. More pictures of his work can be found at
https://nz.pinterest.com/bennett5532/?etslf=12505&eq=Maurice%20Bennet.

Decoration and Surface Texture, August 13-14
Sat & Sun 13-14 August 2016
10am to 4pm
Tutor: Jennifer Turnbull
As this is such an involved workshop there will be a limit on how many can attend. Payment to be received
by 17th July to secure your enrolment.
This workshop by Jennifer Turnbull focuses on hand building decorative domestic
forms. We will be making bottles, vases, jugs, beakers, and mugs, using slab
building techniques with an optional wheel thrown component. Using a variety of
textures such as fabric, lace, embossed wall paper, buttons and stamps to make
impressions on the clay slabs; then further developing the forms using coloured slips,
underglazes, using screen prints and tissue transfers to build up a decorative
surface.
Discussion about suitable glazes and glaze application, at C6 1220C electric to finish
the pieces will be covered. Suitable for a range of students, beginners to advanced.
About the tutor: Jennifer Turnbull has a Diploma in Fine Arts, majoring in Ceramics.
She has exhibited widely in New Zealand and work is held in many collections here
and overseas. Currently she is a tutoring for Otago School of Fine Arts, as a distance tutor/supervisor for the
Diploma in Ceramic Arts in Otaki from her home studio. She also teaches for Otaki Pottery Club and runs
specialised Workshops a couple of times a year. For further information and CV – www.jenniferturnbull.co.nz
Jennifer is an instructive and supportive tutor; Jennifer helps build confidence for the student to release their
own distinctive styles. She is an experienced teacher and believes in giving students a good foundation for
future work practices.
Payment, $80 for WPA Members; usual method – in the safe, or on the internet; note your name, Turnbull
workshop a/c 02 0568 0024590 00
Register now with Kate @ wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.

Shige Ohashi’s Departure Function
Shige Ohashi’s contribution to the club was recognised at a function held at the rooms on Thursday 16 June.
It was attended by many of his friends as well as those who were attracted to the Anagama presentations
that preceded it. The Anagama presentations by Kelvin Bradford and Peter Rumble provided an excellent
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backdrop for the evening. Kelvin talked about the history
and evolution of Anagama and related kilns in China,
Korea and Japan, while Peter talked about our local Te
Haunui Anagama kiln in Horokiwi.
Shige has lived in New Zealand for the past 15 years
having escaped the clutches of IBM, Japan. He worked for
that company as a software engineer for 21 years. In his
spare time he developed a passion for working with clay
and firing anagama kilns.
He joined the club in May 2001 and has been a very
active and constant member. Shige has given freely of his
time, running classes and sharing his knowledge and
experience with other members of the club. However, he
will probably best be remembered for his immense
Shige Celebrating a Successful Firing
contribution to the creation and operation of the Anagama
kiln. Richard Stratton kicked the idea off and Shige produced a detailed set of plans for the kiln and provided
technical oversight for the project. He worked tirelessly for 2 years as part of the team that built the kiln on a
site in Horokiwi provided by June and Graeme Houston. Once the kiln was operational Shige, was the
principal firing master for most of the 11 firings we have had so far.
As many of us know Shige has a very quiet, self-effacing, modest manner. But don’t be fooled – he can be
very determined. Initially he did much of the loading himself often putting in 12 hour days and more on
occasions. He was loath to disappoint people who had submitted pots for firings. He would go to great
lengths in trying to include everyone’s pots in the kiln. This challenge meant that he would often dream
overnight about how pots already loaded and shelves might be rearranged to accommodate more pots.
Armed with this vision he would leave our home, where he stayed during the loading process, in the early
hours of the morning to start work - well before his helpers arrived.
A very able teacher, Shige has freely shared his knowledge, experience and anagama philosophy with a
growing number of people over the course of the past 10 years. In the last 2-3 years in particular he has
actively recruited people to assume responsibility for loading and firing the kiln - to reduce the club’s
dependence on him. While firing the kiln was always the highlight of the anagama year, Shige never shied
away from the more tedious, less glamorous preparatory chores of repairing the kiln, cleaning kiln shelves
and props and other tasks necessary for a successful firing.
At least a couple of hundred people have, in the course of the last 10 years, derived immense pleasure from
having their pots fired in the kiln and participating in the loading and firing processes. The kiln and the body
of people who can maintain and operate it in the future are part of Shige’s legacy.
Over the past 18 years the club has developed a close association with Japan, in particular through the
Wellington Sakai Sister City Association. Shige actively promoted this relationship and led two groups and a
number of individual trips to Japan to enable members to learn about Japanese culture and to study
Japanese pottery making techniques.
As befits such occasions there were number of speeches. Chris Dunn spoke about Shige’s general
contribution to the life of the club, while a speech I gave focused on his involvement in the Anagama
adventure. Vera Burton, who had kindly organised the food and drinks for the evening, read an eloquent
message from Mike Atkins, an Anagama and club stalwart who now lives in Auckland. The following are
some extracts from that message:
“I have really valued your friendship over the years. In fact you have left everyone who has had contact with
you with new skills and not just in pottery.
We could all learn a great deal from you if we could only stop our own me, me, me thoughts. In all the time I
have known you I have never heard a bad word from you
about anyone. In fact my most enduring memory of you is
your measuring of every word you speak lest you belittle
or offend someone. How I wish I could be so wise.
Thank you Shige you are a Gentleman and a very gentle
man.”
Shige acknowledged the speeches and a gift he had
received from the club. He reciprocated by presenting a
beautiful bowl he had made for the club’s collection.
Shige's bowl was one of a series called from "From the
Deep" meaning, depending on the viewer's perspective,
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Shige’s beautiful gift to the WPA

from the earth or the sea. Its yellow, shining glaze was inspired by a fallen ginkgo tree leaf covered with rain
drops. The gift from the club was chosen by Vivian Rodriguez. It features a framed, decorative fish hook
pendant, “hei matau” in Maori, created by Mike Carlton. The Maori hook is appropriately associated with,
among other things, safe passage over water, prosperity, peace and good luck. According to Maori legend, if
you travel over water from one place to New Zealand and then travel back again (like Shige from Japan to
NZ and now back to Japan), you leave behind part of your soul and if you have a hei matau it will always
bring you back to New Zealand in this life or the next.
Shige returns to Japan to be close to his parents – his 92 year old mother and 100 year old father. If Shige
has inherited their longevity genes, then we can expect frequent visits to New Zealand over many years in
the future. Shige will be sorely missed. He formed many enduring friendships through his involvement in the
club.
Alan Ross

Review of Bruce Walford Workshop
During the weekend of 28-29 May thirteen enthusiastic waka builders gathered to participate in the latest
Bruce Walford workshop.
Bruce is an accomplished international ceramic artist.
He also works for Decopots in Palmerston North which
produces the Primo stoneware paper clay used by
participants.
Bruce began by demonstrating his technique of rolling
out slabs of paper clay then covering the slab with
pallet wrap (commercial strength Gladwrap). Spreading
some dishwashing liquid onto the plastic wrap makes
incised decoration with a blunt tool much easier with
lubrication before the slab is cut around a template then
placed on a mould. Legs are made using a press mould
then placed in position with paper clay slip. The
strength of paper clay makes manipulating and bending
the slab possible without causing cracks. The paper clay shape also stands up to the rigours of quick drying
with a gas flame.
Initially Bruce demonstrated the making of his waka forms, followed by a patu form and other incised
platters. It was then the turn of participants to create their own pieces using the shown techniques.
The strength of this weekend event was that everyone was able to produce substantial pieces regardless of
their previous experience. Bruce spent most of his time
helping each individual with advice and encouragement.
The rewards were evident in the achievement of a wide
variety of clay creations, despite the frustrations many of
us experienced with forming and positioning of the feet.
On the Sunday Bruce demonstrated his more complex
house boat forms to which he added tower structures
complete with windows and other added architectural
structures. Some eager students took up the challenge to
make their own unique free form sculptures.
This was a very worthwhile workshop with lots of hilarity
and a relaxed atmosphere.
Mary Smith

Anticipating Anagama
One of Shige Ohashi’s last acts before departing for Japan was to make some repairs to the roof of the
Anagama kiln. Aided by his able apprentice, Peter Rumble, he replaced an errant brick.
In July I will seek shift leaders to oversee proceedings on each of the 16 shifts and then circulate the draft
roster more widely to recruit shift members. Some enthusiastic members have already registered their
interest in participating.
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Here’s some general information you need to know
in preparing for the firing:
Clay:
•
Stoneware (Abbots and Primo – particularly
SB 15) or a porcelain white body - any of the nontranslucent porcelains are suitable. These clays
are generally available from Wellington Potters
Supplies, 47 H Kenepuru Drive, Porirua. Contact
information:
Phone: 939 1211, Mobile: 021 078 5350
Email: orders@wellingtonpotterssupplies.co.nz
www.wellingtonpotterssupplies.co.nz
•
Don’t use earthenware clay or the club’s
recycled clay. At anagama temperatures these
clays will melt, ruining yours and most likely others’
pots too.
Cost:
• The firing charge is a modest $10 per KG of the bisqued weight of pots prior to firing. This is paid
when your pots are submitted on the receiving day - Sunday 4 September.
Type of pieces:
• Vases, bottles and lidded containers are the most suitable. Avoid making large voluminous pieces
as they occupy a lot of space and if space is at a premium they may not be able to accommodated.
• Bisqued pieces only will be accepted for the firing
• Don’t use wax on your pieces as the wadding the kiln loaders add to each piece precludes its use.
• Large bowls, platters and plates take up a disproportionate amount of space. Please be aware that :
1. If they are not glazed on the inside, the loaders will most likely stack yours and others with wadding
separating them. Wadding leaves marks. Some people welcome these marks, others not.
2. If you glaze the insides of such vessels they cannot be stacked, thus you will likely have only one or
maybe two, selected.
Glaze:
• Wood ash creates a natural glaze during the firing.
• If you want to pre-glaze your pieces, there will be some specific anagama glazes (shino, ash and
milky white), available at the rooms about a week prior to the receiving day for pieces.
Firing Slips:
• Anagama Firing Slips will be available at the rooms a fortnight before the receiving day and on the
receiving day.
• If you are submitting more than one piece, rank them in order of priority (see below). If collectively
the number of pots received exceeds the capacity of the kiln then this information will be used to
decide which pieces will be included or excluded.
• The pieces you submit and the firing slip must include your potter’s mark and the number of the
piece, for example: 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5 and 5/5. The first number indicates the priority. The second
indicates the total number of pieces submitted. This information can be written in pencil (which
burns off when fired) on the body of your work. Not on the base please except when the piece is fully
glazed (this eliminates excessive handling by the loaders).
The timetable:
Steps
Receiving Day Pots received at the rooms
(Upstairs) from 10am - 3pm
Transport pots to kiln
Load kiln (including installing the wicket)
Fire kiln
Cool kiln
Unload kiln (starting at 11am) & BBQ (noon)

Dates
Sunday 4 September
Sunday 4 September
Tuesday 6 – Sunday 11 September
Wednesday 14 – Sunday 18 September
Monday 19 – Saturday 24 September
Sunday 25 September

I maintain an email distribution list of people involved in at least the last two firings. Those on it will be the
first to be invited to be either shift leaders or shift members for the 12th firing. If you haven’t been involved in
the past and would like to be included on the list, contact me at: alross@clear.net.nz Inexperience is not a
barrier.
Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator
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Anneke Borren, Ceramiste
While on my big OE in London, my work in ceramics was moulded by Kenneth Clark, a kiwi expatriate, from
whom I learned studio pottery production in a northern European culture sense and also importantly, how to
specialise in photographing it.
Just before returning home, I happened upon an article in the New Zealand
Potter; Vol 12, No 2, 1970 by its editor Margaret Harris, about Anneke Borren
and her hand-thrown pottery which had no connection with the
Leach/Hamada approach, then so strong in NZ studio pottery. Quote, "The
work of this young Dutch born potter is very different from what we have seen
before. She places aesthetic pleasure before usefulness. 'I make things to be
handled and looked at. I intend them
to be bought, because they are
beautiful. A use may be found later'."
In 1967 she had actually turned down
an apprenticeship with Bernard
Leach, because her European
aesthetics were in direct contrast to
his philosophy and work. Here, her
superb skill in throwing and
decorating was seen as an
Anneke Throwing 2013
important part of the change in NZ's
thinking about pottery at that time.
Horse Bowl, earthenware,
Now, through the following 45 years I have followed Anneke Borren's
Holland 1967
New Zealand career in clay.
Introduced to clay at the age of twelve at evening classes in Holland, Anneke soon announced this was what
she wanted to do for the rest of her life - and she obviously has. She emigrated to New Zealand with her
parents and their family in 1963. After taking a Fine Arts course in Christchurch, she returned to Holland in
1967 where she studied in several northern European ceramic institutes, including Delft. She permanently
established her studio, Chez Moi Ceramics in Paraparaumu in 1969, while
between 1977 and 1981 she toured and studied in the USA, Mid and South
Americas, Southern Europe and the UK.
Anneke is a committed specialist in her work, with one of her latest commissions
being from The Dutch Connection Trust for part of a permanent exhibition in
Foxton about NZ's Dutch people. This commission translates the iconic image of
a serious incident where Abel Tasman was challenged by local iwi in Golden Bay
in 1642, into a hand-painted Delft blue-on-white, magnificent 4x6metre, tile mural.
This is currently stored, waiting for the building to be completed.
Anneke is a member of Wellington Potters Association and a Life Member of New
Zealand Potters Inc for which she served a term as president. Through our
friendship I have photographed her personal collection of her "firsts" - the first of
Bamboo handled pot,
each idea - over the years, right up to now, 2016: a quite astounding collection
stoneware, NZ 1985
housed in vitrines at her Chez Moi Ceramics studio. Right now, a 50 year
retrospective exhibition, a "time-line" of work chosen from this collection, is
showing at Rick Rudd's newly opened Quartz Museum of Studio Ceramics in Whanganui. Titled New
Zealand Delft its well worth visiting, or viewing on Anneke's website. It covers her creative and productive
progression over the 50 years as her skills developed from her formative Dutch styles to her now very
contemporary ceramic practice. These include decorated tiles, small sculptures and many types of tableware
and decorative pottery. She uses New Zealand clays and has developed her own glazes for electric firing,
from hand-modelled and decorated terracotta through thrown and turned vessels in earthenware, stoneware
and porcelain, to now superb anagama-fired pots with wooden lids turned by Denis Newton.
This current exhibition is a "time-line" of her 50 years with clay and she has published a booklet to celebrate
this, using my photos - also a "time-line" for me as the technical scene has changed drastically from film to
digital requiring serious work to accommodate both types of photographic records.
Anneke is also a very accomplished sculptor, her carving particularly using 1 tonne blocks of Oamaru stone but that's another story!
Howard Williams
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New Club Glazes

These pots are all glazed with two new club glazes
developed by Donna Bruce. They are called RL
Yellow and RL Green. They are satin matt / gloss
glazes inspired by a recipe used by a well-known
Wellington potter Raeburn Laird, who died last year.

Clay Going Missing
Dear Potters,
Five bags of the current batch of recycled clay have vanished unaccounted-for. That's $50 dollars less for
WPA. We have sleuthed the books and users, but have found no clues to explain the disappearance of the 5
bags. We must decide now whether we store the recycled clay under lock and key in the garage, or continue
with the honour system upstairs.
We have no idea why the bags have gone missing. Did someone forget to pay and record their purchase?
Maybe they were bereft of cash to cover the cost? Possibly, they felt entitled to a replacement bag for one
they purchased previously that was unworkable for various reasons. Or maybe they were just lowlifes who
got a buzz out of stealing from a not-for-profit organization.
We seriously want to continue to keep the recycled clay available upstairs for potters to purchase at their
convenience, without having to search out someone with a key to the garage. We need your cooperation and
support to fill in the purchase forms (upstairs and down) and to pay WPA their due of $10 per bag. If you
would like to discuss any concerns about clay quality or price, we're happy to help where we can, so contact
a member of the recycling team or Vivian Rodriguez.
Thank you.
Marilyn, Andy, and Megumi

Anyone Good with Numbers?
Mike Doyle has done an amazing job as Treasurer for WPA, but will be stepping down at
the next AGM; we need somebody who can take on this very important role.
If you can help in any way, please contact Kate @ wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.

Attention Cubbie Users!
Dear Cubbie users,
I hope you are users. We are needing any unused, or poorly used, cubbies for new excited members. I
would like all cubbie users to sign their names (or mark) on the cubbie sign-up sheet at the back of the
rooms next to their cubby allocation, within the next month (by August 1). Cubbies not claimed at this time
may be emptied (with proceeds added to general circulation (a contribution)). I have placed a note on
‘unattended’ cubbies as a reminder.
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Remember cubbies are for members that are ‘frequently’ in the rooms. They are not for long-term storage.
Cubbies are limited, an ‘extra' of being a club member and not a right.
Cubbie Man Joe

Library Latest
This month the Library was delighted to receive a donation that Maurice Bennett
gave to Chris Dunn just a few days before he passed away: Chester Nealie:
Etched in Fire, edited by Damian Skinner. This magnificent book is a survey of
the work of New Zealand-born Australian-based potter Chester Nealie, who has
been making pots for six decades. The book presents the stories and emotions
behind Nealie’s wood-fired ceramics, and offers the reader an encounter with
the character of the pots as well as the character of the man who made them.
The book has been signed by Chester Nealie, and has a beautiful bookplate
pasted in the front, “Given with gratitude by Maurice Bennett”. It is a real
treasure, and will be placed in the Library as Reference only; please respect and
take care of it!
Elaine Marland, Librarian

From the New Zealand Potters Regional Rep
As I have mentioned in an earlier email I have to stand down as your RCM this year and am looking for a
replacement to represent our region. I may still be involved with NZP as I have been nominated for the
Presidency and Kelvin the current president is now in Wellington along with Anthea our CQ editor and
Meagan our secretary so there is plenty of support here to help the new council member in the role. If you
want to gain new skills and help make a difference to NZP please consider contacting me and letting me
know you may be interested.
Looking forward to loads of phone calls!!
Nicola Dench
theclaypenguin@hotmail.com

Potter in Residence at Wellington Potters’ Association
Calling all potters/ceramic artists - Potter in Residence at Wellington Potters’ Association
We are offering opportunities for potters who would like to use the Potters in Residence studio at Wellington
Potters’ Rooms. Brad Heappey is currently Potter in Residence for the 4-month period from 1 May to the end
of August, and we are now taking applications for the period from 1 September to the end of December
2016. These 4-month periods offer a period of time for concentrated work, to do some experimenting, get
together a body of work, or prepare for an exhibition…… whatever your goal. The offer is open to local and
overseas potters.
We offer
• A free studio
• A stretch of time to work on your own work
• The opportunity to contribute to the life of Wellington Potters
The conditions are negotiable, but would include:
• A 4-month residency, with no right of renewal
• Becoming a member of WPA if you are not already one
• Attendance at the rooms for at least 20 hours a week
• A plan of the work you intend to do
• A requirement that you run a workshop for club members
• A commitment to assist with some aspect of the club’s work – making glazes or firing, etc .
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•

While the studio is rent free, you would pay for your own materials and expenses.

Please send a brief CV with your plan for the 4 months, to wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
Those who have applied before should re-apply.
Closing date for the period of September – December is 19 September 2016.

Keil Cas Exhibition Notes
Keil Cas Exhibition was on June 10th-14th
and I’m pleased to announce that the
demand for good ceramics is fresh as it has
ever been having nearly sold out after the 4
day and 1 night debut 'experiment'. The help
of many people to cater, furnish and serve
the opening night patrons was a humbling
experience. The turnout was great. I owe
thanks to all those who attended and all
those who supported me.
I’ll be back from Taiwan before the
anagama begins with some pieces drying
on the shelf in wait. Till then I will surely
miss the colourful WPA! Find me on
Facebook or check the website
www.keilcas.com to connect.
Peace out!
Keil Cas
Editor’s Note – Keil was the previous Potter in Residence at Wellington Potters Association. Well done Keil!

Proposed Pottery Programme for 2016
Regular events
•
•
July
•

Classes
Tuesday shared lunch – every Tuesday. Just come along, and bring something to share!
2nd – 3rd, Slip Making and Casting, Craig Williams (following on from Richard Stratton’s Mould
Making) – apologies, this workshop has had to be postponed – hopefully will run next year.
Date to be confirmed, Raku for Club Members, Chris Dunn and Elaine Marland

•
August
• 13th – 14th, Decoration and Surface Textures, Jennifer Turnbull.
• 20th - Working Bee
September
• 4th – Anagama Receiving Day at the Rooms
• 25th – Anagama Unloading Day at Te Haunui
October
• Dates to be confirmed – Raku for Club Members, Chris Dunn and Elaine Marland
• 22nd – 23rd - Hand Building Techniques, Brendan Adams
• 20th & 30th – Ceramicus Receiving Days
• 31st – Ceramicus Selection by Rick Rudd
November
• 4th - Ceramicus Opening
• 5th & 6th – Handbuilt Teapots by Rick Rudd
• 19th - Working Bee
• Date to be confirmed – Clay Ocarina Making, Paula Weir

This is an indicative programme of events for 2016 – more detail on each will be provided closer to the
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event. If you have any suggestions please contact the WPA club.

Pottery Classes
Community Education Center courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mondays 5.30-7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Nicola Dench, 8 weeks from 8 May, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 5.30-7.30pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 10 May, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 7.30 – 9.00pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 10 May, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Mondays 5.30-7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Nicola Dench, 8 weeks from 25 July, check
with http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 5.30-7.30pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 26 July, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Tuesdays 7.30 – 9.00pm, Throwing, All Levels, with Mauritz Basson, 8 weeks from 26 July, check with
http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz
Mondays 5.30-7.30pm, Handbuilding and Throwing with Nicola Dench, 8 weeks from 10 October, check
with http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz or contact cec@whs.school.nz

For further information on all courses, please email Wellington Potters Association
(wellingtonpotters@gmx.com).

New Members
Wellington Potters welcomes new members: online application forms are available at:
http://www.nzpotters.com/Clubs/WellingtonPottersAssociation_Join.cfm
There are also links to the form on this page:
http://www.nzpotters.com/Clubs/WellingtonPottersAssociation.cfm
WPA Club welcomes new members: Michelle Gibbs, Elspeth Dick, Guy Ryan, Matthew Shepherd, Ellen
Farr, Rachael Jupp and Jordan Meredith-Blyde

Club and Committee Contacts
FEE PAYING BY Internet:
Wellington Potters Association - Account Number: 02 0568-0024590-00
Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6141 | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wellington-Potters-Association/213144062066063. If you have
any pottery inspiration, cool videos or articles, or upcoming exhibitions, email your idea through to
wpafacebookpage@gmail.com
Buying Clay: WPA has clay for purchase by members, but organising that purchase does rely on the time
and availability of a couple of our hard-working club members. To organise clay purchase, email Chris Dunn
cdunn@ihug.co.nz or Vivian Rodriguez vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz, or see the current Potter In
Residence at the Rooms, Brad Heappey.
Suggestions Box: Suggestions about what needs doing, or better ways of organising the club – see the
Suggestion Box on the front table upstairs.
Articles for the August newsletter need to be emailed to the Editor’s cat by
25 July 2016
(Elaine Marland <marland@xtra.co.nz>)
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As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.

WPA Committee
President/
Volunteer Coordinator
Vice President/
Programme
Past President, DCA
Liaison
Secretary/Orientation

Mauritz Basson

381 6751

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com

Vivian Rodriguez

021 264 5414
972 0811
04 905 2586

vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz

Treasurer Safe/banking
Programme Co-ordinator

Mike Doyle
Rebecca Flowerday

473 5356
021 121 6531
021 631 187
027 279 9077

kate.ford48@gmail.com
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
mprzzd@hotmail.com
rebecca.flowerday@gmail.com

Ceramicus16

Andrew McKaskell

021 444 106

spinyagm@paradise.net.nz

Kilns & Glazes
Cubbies

Chris Dunn &
Andrew McKaskell
Joe Zuccarello

021 138 8472
021 444 106
479-1299

cdunn@ihug.co.nz
spinyagm@paradise.net.nz
joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Volunteer Co-ordinator

Paula Weir

385 1840

paula.weir@paradise.net.nz

Cubbies

Joe Zuccarello

479-1299

joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

Alan Ross

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

Nicola Dench
Vera Burton

938 3356
938 8207

theclaypenguin@hotmail.com
davee42@clear.net.nz

Elaine Marland

021 0505 335
384 4718

marland@xtra.co.nz

Gwyn Williams
Kate Ford

gwynwilliams@gmx.com

DCA Liaison
Building maintenance

Mauritz Basson &
subcommittee

Co-opted members
Anagama
co-ordinator
NZP delegate
Membership/ database
manager
Library and Newsletter
editor
Forms & stationery

Karen O’Leary Doyle
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